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          The Reed College Science Outreach Program is known for yielding superb test 
scores from 3rd grade classes all over Portland, but at what cost?  A recent inquiry 
revealed that the cause for the program’s impressive success was simple: the children were 
required to complete upper level Reed science courses!  An undercover reporter from the 
Pamphlette monitored efforts in the inner city laboratory for a week, and the horrors she 
witnessed are not for the faint-hearted reader.  

“Malik, how many times do I have to tell you TO REJECT THE NULL HYPOTHESIS?  
AND FOR PETE’S SAKE, RUN AN ANALYSIS OF CO-VARIANCE THIS TIME!” a 
volunteer teacher barked at a trembling child in an ill-fitting lab coat.  

“I’m sorry,” he croaked.  “Are you sure I don’t need gloves for handling this sulfuric acid?  
My eyes hurt.”  

“Don’t be a wuss,” the teacher snapped, prodding him towards an unbalanced centrifuge.  
The children were pushed into the frigid Willamette to catch sturgeon minnows to measure 
for a population survey, but were heartbroken at the end of  the experiments when the fish 
were fed to hungry dragonfly larvae.  

“No!  Not Snowballs!” wailed a child as her beloved invertebrate was dumped into the 
deadly dragonfly reservoir.   

“I just love giving back to the community!” beamed a Reedie as she ordered a child to 
sweep up glass from a broken beaker.  “The kids are so useful...I mean, inspiring!”   The 
50 minute midterms began to wear on the youths too: one child reportedly had a mental 
breakdown in the middle of  an exam upon realizing that it was entirely composed of  trick-
questions.  He frantically flipped through the Bio Binder, but was unable to find the “cop-
ing with biology-related mental breakdowns” section and was taken away on a stretcher.  

While the program seems harsh, it is undeniable that it gets results.  Young Malik is 
interviewing with NASA.  The rest of  the children are expected to submit their theses in 
mid-December, along with a proposal for an original radiation experiment.  Looks like the 
Biology Department will have to order more youth-sized hazmat suits!
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BIO OUTREACH PROGRAM 
DROPS KIDS IN DEEP END

MORE LIT-THEMED PARTIES

by EC

After the heartening success of  last nights Great Gatsby party in Winch, the Random-
House dorm has decided to host more classic-literature-themed parties this year. While 
the schedule of  these events has not yet been finalized, here are a few ideas they’ve got in 
the works.

1.) Crime and Punishment: This event would take the form of  a murder-mystery dinner 
theater party, except the audience knows who did it  the entire time, and is instead asked 
to deduce the exact nature of  the killer’s guilt complex.

2.) 1984: Cameras will be placed strategically around the SU for this dance, so you’ll never 
know when the CSOs are watching. The doors will be guarded. The only way to get any 
booze will be to inform on someone else’s boozing activities, and everyone will get laid, 
even the ugly older dudes. Hell if  I know why; I read that shit in the seventh grade. Oh 
well.

3.) The Catcher in the Rye: So I’ve never read this one, but from what I’ve heard, this 
party will take no planning at all--just herd everyone from the Paradox porch into Winch, 
leave some American Spirits and a bottle of  bourbon lying around, and let everything 
take care of  itself. Only phonies need entertainment. (That’s literally the only Catcher in 
the Rye reference I know.)

4.) Native Son: There’s literally no joke I can make about this that won’t get me sharpied 
extensively. Oooh, wait, no, there’s one--we’ll play a movie and everyone will try not to 
get caught masturbating!

5.) A Separate Peace: This one’s tricky. I read this in the seventh grade too, and appar-
ently all the homoerotic subtext went right over my head, ‘cause that shit was boring as 
fuck. Oh well. Let’s just push someone out of  the SU loft and then mope around about it 
into our middle age.

Former director of  the CIA General David Petraeus says he doesn’t plan on letting early 
retirement dull his top-notch acuity for tactical operations. This Thursday, Petraeus faces 
what could quite possibly be his most difficult mission yet: having a totally normal, not-
at-all uncomfortable Thanksgiving dinner with his family. Recent events have put a strain 
on Petraeus’ relationship with his family, but enough of  his former CIA operatives still 
respect him enough to “help his dumb ass out one last time.” The operation is slated to 
begin at 0500 hours on the morning of  Thursday, November 22nd. An elite agent trained 
in Taekwondo, Brazillian Jiu Jitsu, and Krav Maga will “cuddle the package”, which is 
spy lingo for taking the turkey out of  the freezer and letting it start to thaw. Next, two 
agents dressed in black and armed with silenced Heckler & Koch MP7 submachine guns 
will silently slip into Petraeus’ house and begin to prepare the mashed potatoes and Betty 
Crocker Homestyle Stuffing. A team of  five intelligence operatives will brief  Petraeus at 
09:00 on appropriate topics of  dinner-table conversation, ranging from “the weather” to 
“anything that doesn’t have to do with your biography or you.” The Macy’s Thanksgiving 
Day Parade in New York will be patrolled by two-hundred armed personnel tasked with 
making sure no references to Petraeus are made during the parade. After the parade and 
dinner, agents will escort Michael Bublé to Petraeus’ dinner table. Bublé will sing his song 
“Call Me Irresponsible” (a favorite of  Petraeus’ wife) before presenting the family with a 
pumpkin pie. All details of  the Thanksgiving operation were obtained directly from the 
Gmail account Petraeus uses to interact with his Turkey-Day operatives (Password: done-
fuckedup). December’s operation “Just Another Regular Christmas” may be cancelled 
due to a reduction in the number of  “agents who could give a fuck.”

          Since the publication of  an article regarding increased Commons theft recently in 
The Quest, a few intrepid Pamphlette journalists have discovered the culprit: little people.
          No, not you, midget! Sit down and put that sharpie away. These people are even 
littler than you, and are commonly known as “borrowers,” although that term has recently 
been declared derogatory by the American Association of  Political Correctness. As far as 
I can tell, the most accepted term of  the moment for these crafty elves--OW, midget seri-
ously, stop poking me and let me finish a sentence before getting offended! Jesus. Anyway, 
they want to be called “Scavengers of  Diminutive Stature (SDSs)  these days, so let’s go 
with that.
           In past years, the SDSs have subsisted on the scraps left at the Scrounge Table after 
the crowds have cleared out, which they gathered before Commons employees got the 
chance to clear them away. However, according to one SDS informant, that food source 
has largely dried up as the number of  board-point-less scroungers has increased. “Nobody 
leaves nothin’ on that table no more, and when they do, those tall hairy thieves take it all.”

          Now, in order to feed their families, the SDSs have had to resort to plain old theft. 
“We don’t take more’n we need, mind,” said my informant, leering up at me as he stuffed 
Queen of  Hearts hand pies into a giant sack. “There’re a lot of  us, though, and the obesity 
crisis has affected everybody.”

          In light of  this development, The Pamphlette humbly proposed a solution that we 
thought would satisfy both Bon Appetit and the SDSs: Commons workers would leave 
any food left at the end of  operating hours on the Scrounge Table before closing for the 
perusal of  the SDSs, provided the SDSs stopped stealing other food from them. However, 
neither side in this debate seems willing to compromise Bon Appetit insisted in a recent 
press conference that it “will not negotiate with terrorists,” and the SDSs left a veguely 
threatening note on the Daily Planet Counter.
          “We ain’t settlin’ for no congealed tofu stew no more, no sirree,” said my informant, 
turning to his compatriots and raising one miniscule fist. “What do we want?!” he cried.
          “CURLY FRIES!” they responded in unison, raising their fists in small solidarity.
          “When do we want it?!”
          “Now!”
One Commons employee who wishes not to be named has expressed disdain for the SDS 
movement, which has dubbed itself  “the .00099%” and started a Twitter account. “Fuck 
those fuckers,” he said, “My tofu stews are fucking delicious.”
Another employee, chuckling to herself, proposed a new, less-savory name for the group. 
“Scavengers of  Diminutive Stature, my ass,” she grumbled, cleaning up chunks of  un-nib-
bled tofu from the scene of  a recent SDS protest. “More like Slimy Thieving Delinquents. 
Hah. See what I did there? STDs, that’s what they are. Worse than herpes.”
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